Directions to the Dept. of Physics, FU Berlin  
Arnimallee 14, 14195 Berlin-Dahlem

From subway station U3 Dahlem-Dorf to the Dept. of Physics

- leave the station in the direction of Königin-Luise-Str.
- turn right (east) onto Königin-Luise-Str. (100 m walk)
- turn right onto Takustraße (300 m walk)
- turn left onto Arnimallee (50 m walk) – the Dept. of Physics is located on both sides of the street with bridges connecting both building parts
- For lecture hall A (Hörsaal A, 1.3.14) use the entrance on the left side of the street. The lecture hall is on the top floor (floor 1) in building part 3 (Trakt 3) in room 14.
- For lecture hall B (Hörsaal B, 0.1.01) use the second entrance on the right side of the street. The lecture hall is on ground floor (floor 0) in building part 1 (Trakt 1) in room 01.
- For the Fachbereich-Sitzungsraum (1.1.16) use any entrance on the right side of the street. The Fachbereich-Sitzungsraum is on the top floor (floor 1) in building part 1 (Trakt 1) in room 16.